
The consumer goods market has fundamentally 

changed. From emerging competition to tightening 

profit margins disrupting traditional sales, consumer 

goods companies have begun to rethink their go-to-

market strategy and execution. They’re not alone, as 

retailers are also having to adapt. From decentralizing 

buying decisions to encouraging local-market supply 

chains, they too are changing 

to meet the needs of consumer 

goods companies. To improve 

performance, consumer goods 

companies must redefine the rules of the game in sales 

and customer engagement. As they look toward the 

future, flexibility will be key in supporting traditional 

routes to market and maintaining a keen eye to exploit 

new channels and technology.

Redefine 
the rules of 
the game.

Consumer goods companies can accelerate new 

sales models and channels, as well as cost-effectively 

build new markets — all 

with digital commerce. 

Companies can offer 

their customers greater 

accuracy, efficiency, and 

responsiveness in capturing and managing orders with 

digital self-service, and can also drive sales through 

direct-to-consumer interactions. Salesforce Commerce 

Cloud offers consumer goods companies a proven  

digital commerce solution with the rich experiences 

and capabilities to satisfy the needs of buyers today 

and tomorrow, with Salesforce B2B Commerce.

Digital commerce 
opens up new 
opportunities. 

DISCOVER THE POWER OF DIGITAL COMMERCE.

Redefine the B2B game  
in consumer goods.

67% OF CONSUMER GOODS LEADERS BELIEVE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES CAN 
BOOST SALES THROUGH TRADITIONAL CHANNELS.

SOURCE  | “CPG Sales Leaders Go Multichannel” A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Accenture
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ACCELERATE SUCCESS WITH SALESFORCE  
B2B COMMERCE FOR CONSUMER GOODS.

With Salesforce B2B Commerce, consumer goods 

companies can get to market quickly with a robust  

B2B digital commerce solution that can be easily 

enhanced to meet changing needs. Backed by the 

world’s #1 CRM, you can build seamless customer 

interactions across marketing, product discovery, 

sales, and post-sale service — all with Salesforce  

B2B Commerce and the Salesforce Customer  

Success Platform.

· Commerce across any digital channel, from 
mobile to web

· Enable guided online ordering to streamline 
and simplify the ordering process, for any  
product in any order type, including  large 
replenishment orders

· Get real-time valuable information like 
specifications, availability, substitutes, and 
dynamic content that enhances the customer 
path to purchase

· Gain access to enhanced support tools that 
enable sales to meet complex customer needs, 
including account-based pricing, shared carts, and 
split shipments

· Enable fast business change with architecture 
designed for agility and innovation, including new 
products, pricing, sales flows, and sites

· With the power and the agility of the cloud, 
deploy mobile-ready, online experiences faster 
than most platforms, and enable secure access 
anytime, anywhere

· Create a single, 360-degree view of the customer 
across sales, support, and service by connecting 
all your customer data with the world’s #1 CRM

Backed by the world’s #1 CRM, Salesforce Commerce Cloud delivers seamless omni-channel B2B and B2C commerce experiences across every touchpoint in the customer 
buying journey. It puts the customer at the core, informing every interaction with data across commerce, sales, marketing, service and more, right from day one. With access 
to the Salesforce CRM platform and its core capabilities, Salesforce Commerce Cloud provides infinite flexibility to extend functionality, add products and channels, and 
conduct billions of dollars in transactions anywhere. It allows businesses to generate revenue, engage more customers, and scale for growth.

Learn how to blaze your own trail and transform your consumer goods busines business from top to bottom to make your commerce efforts faster, smarter, and  
connected at: sfdc.co/gob2b
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EXPLORE THE BENEFITS OF 
DIGITAL COMMERCE.

Improve performance across every  
aspect of your consumer goods business, 
with a rich, fast and convenient digital 
commerce experience:

Sales increase when customers 
have enhanced tools to research 
products and order online

Sales and service costs decrease 
when customers can accurately 
manage their orders and self serve 

Sales and service teams are more 
effective with online data at their 
fingertips as they pivot from 
transactional to more strategic 
customer interactions 

Customer satisfaction improves by 
providing customers with greater 
flexibility to get service at the time 
of need

Companies can enter new markets 
faster by enabling customers to 
self-order, rather than rely on large 
local field sales teams


